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Group 1

MN Public Spending on Corrections
vs. Three-Year Adult Recidivism Rates
Yenay A. (47A), Jermiah S. (66B), Anneli L. (65B), and Moises GR. (65B)

AUSTIN (KXAN) — Raised on the streets, the sound of gunshots is just down the road from
one group of teens in northeast Austin. Around the corner, a friend is being held at
knifepoint.
But one nonprofit in Austin is determined to show these youths another way to live.
“I had to choose a better route. I was stuck in my ways, doing what I wanted to do,” said
Antonio Martinez, 21.



Spending more
money
concentrating on
public safety is
essential to lower
recidivism rates in
Minnesota. By
lowering the
homelessness rate,
crime will also
decrease.



Group 2

Minnesota State Environmental
Spending vs. Air Quality

Juniper K. (65A), Kai W. (64A), Charley C. (64A),
Iyanna k. (67A)

Wendell is one of the 369,238 people that live with asthma in Minnesota and she is steroid
dependent. Because of this, she is largely affected by anything in the air such as smoke,
exhaustion, and pollution. These conditions flare up her asthma and cause attacks that
affect her daily life. She used to be able to walk, bike, hike, and swim but because of recent
air quality trends, she is no longer able to do those things. Even further, she was fired from
her last job for missing too many work days due to her asthma and now needs to apply for
social security disability insurance. It’s a battle for her to plan each day around the
temperature, humidity, and air quality index if she is even able to leave her house. For her
and many others to enjoy their quality of life, the air needs to be cleaner.



We are studying how spending money in the environment helps with air quality in
Minnesota. We have found our sources from the General Funding Spent by Major Area,
MN Compass, Health State MN, MN government, and American Lung Association. The MN
compass was used to find the percentage of days with good air quality, the general funding
spent by major area chart was used to find the spendings on the environment, the
American Lung association was used to find our pathos paragraph, and everything else
was used to get more information on our topic. The graph says how much money is spent
on the environmental issues, and how that corresponds to the air quality in Minnesota. The
graph shows that our air quality and money spent on environmental issues are at a positive
correlation. So we believe if we didn’t put much money into the environment our air quality
rating would decline.

In Minnesota we have an overall good air quality, but what we see is that when we spend
more money on taking care of our environment we see better air quality standards. Many
people’s health depends on the quality of the air, so we need to be spending more money
on ensuring that it is good. If we increase our environmental spendings, we expect our air
quality standards and overall environment to improve.

”Minnesota’s air
currently meets
all federal air
quality
standards.
However, even
levels of air
pollution below
the standards
can affect
people’s health,
including levels
currently found
in parts of
Minnesota.”



Group 3

Minnesota State Spending on
Transportation vs Motor Vehicle

Accidents
Victor D.(66B), Margot C. (67B), Johnny G. (64A), and Henry C. (64A)



We are studying the State Spending On Transportation vs. Motor Vehicle Accidents
Our data was taken from the Minnesota Management and Budget and the Minnesota
Department of Public Safety.
In the graph above this paragraph, The red line shows the amount of motor vehicle
accidents during the year, and the blue line shows the amount of State spending on
transportation.
This graph shows that Vehicle accidents are going down, while the State spending is going
up, which means the more money the State uses on transportation to make it safer and
more comfortable, the amount of accidents goes down.



Group 4

Statewide Suicide Rate vs. Mental
Health Spending

David H (66A). Owen M (64A). Rylan M (66B). Kaden M (65B)

Brian Koland was a beloved elementary school principal for 30 years. He was a brother, a
husband, and a father of two. And he’s gone. He took his own life in October of 2021. He
was in a facility that was supposed to be helping him through those thoughts, on an
unsupervised walk. They thought he was safe. His brother says he knew every kid in his
school, all 400 kids, and he knew all their names. It was clear that he was loved.



We collected data on suicide rates vs. the state’s spending on healthcare. Our data seems
to show that while both are increasing, the suicide rates have been on a steady incline,
where healthcare spending was on a much slower climb. It would seem that maybe instead
of simply throwing money at the problem, harder work should be put into making sure that
the help we give people is quality help.

People don’t deserve to feel like they need to take their own life. If we put more money into
getting quality mental health services, more people can get the help they need, and they
can contribute more to the economy.

We need to
continue raising
the mental
health budget
so people can
get the help
they need and
come back into
the workforce.



Group 5

Healthcare VS Infant Mortality Rates
Gwyneth H (47A ), Ariel O (66B), Ke’mya L (67A)





Group 6

Health Care Spending vs. Cancer
Deaths

Jackson V (65A). Sam K. (66B) Xander G. (53B) Justin B. (65A)





Group 7

Crime Rates vs Economic &
WorkForce Dev

Dylan B 64B, Liam T 66B, Ben H 67A, and August S 65A



For our expedition project we studied the crime rates vs the money spent on the Workforce
Development. We used the Minnesota compass to find the data for the crime rates and we
used the General Fund Spending by major area PDF to find the spending on the Actual
Workforce Dev.
The red line represents the Crime Rates and the blue line represents the spending on the
Workforce Dev (adjusted to inflation). Our lines say that when money is spent on the
Workforce Dev the Crime rates go down. Because as you can see on the graph as the
Spending goes up the crime rates go down.



Group 8

Healthcare Spending vs Number of
Births to Teen Mothers
WahWah. S 67A, Kmwee . H 65B, Naw .P 66B

Mulu was just 6 when her father died and her mother gave her up to another family
because she couldn’t support mulu. Mulu wanted an education but her adoptive family
didn’t want to send her to school because they wanted her to work for them at home so at
just 11 mulu ran away looking for somewhere to go and she met a man that offered her a
job at his house as a maid but the man who was in his 40s harassed mulu and raped her
multiple times while she begged him not to but he threanted her. After a few months of the
contuinous rape mulu felt weird and told the woman living next to them and the woman said
she was pregant so mulu told the man but he kicked her out and moved houses.She tried
many ways to get rid of the baby but it didn’t work she slept out on the streets for more than
5 months with only eating dirty food from the garbage but then she told her birth mother but
her mother did not accept mulu and pushed her away so mulu was pregnant at just 12 with
no one by her side and with nowhere to go home.





Group 10

Health Care Spending VS.
Uninsurance Rates by Race

Neve D. 64B, Juliette L. 65B, Alva H. 66B, and Remy S. 60B





Group 11

MN Public Safety and Corrections
Spending vs. Violent Crime Rate
Calvin H. 64A, Grayden S. 64B, Soren J. 66A, and Adelaide M. 64A





Group 12

Number of Homeless Persons vs
Money Spent on Housing in Minnesota

Oskar S. 66B, Kyle P. 65A, Lucas R. 65B, and Nicholas V. 44B





Group 13

MN State Spending on Public
Transportation vs. Crime Numbers on

Public Transportation
Annabelle W. (65B), Constance VG. (65A), Emily T. (63A), and Ingrid T. (64B)

On the 28th of february a transgender woman was taking the public translation when two
men attacked her. Leaving her in the hospital with a fractured rib, a collapsed lung and
serious head injury. The two men were charged with aggravated robbery



We are studying the crime rate numbers on public transportation compared to the MN state
spending on transportation, in addition to total ridership on public transportation. We
received our data from Metro Transit for ridership and received crime numbers from a
public transportation crime system. Then we found the Minnesota general fund spending on
transportation. Based on this data, we believe that when public transportation spending
increases, there will be more crime while ridership continues to decrease.

Overall, spending on transportation has increased. But we have to remember that the
spending has gone to a majority of transportation. Over 39% has gone towards highways,
22% on air, and 9% towards water travel, and only 29% has gone to rail and mass
transportation. We need to start putting more spending into the safety of pedestrians that
depend on public transportation. As gas prices are at a record high right now, more people
are turning to buses and light rails to get around. If a human is depending on public
transportation to get around in everyday life, they are also depending on it with their own
lives, and safety. Some riders and drivers have even raised concerns about the safety of
public transportation to higher

Crime has been increasing excessively. Assaults, drug crimes on buses, and light rails

Transportation
ridership has
been
decreasing and
crime rising.
Increasing
spending would
see a decline in
crime rates and
a climb in
ridership.



Group 14

State Prison Population Of Black
Persons vs Spending on Corrections

RJ W. (67B), Harvey M. (65A), Lucille S. (67B), and Hiroko Z. (66A)





Group 15

Economic and Workforce Development
Spending vs Homeless Count

Tait V.-N.(64A), Benji D.(67B), Joaquin P.(65B), Liam N. (64B)





Group 16

Environmental Spending vs
Percentage of Days with Good Air

Quality Index
Alex S. 64B, Ian M. 64B, and Roman R. 66A





Group 17

MN Spending on Economic Workforce
Development vs Homeless Count
Zack M. 66B, Beejan D. 64B, Rupert S. 64B, and Owen M. 63A






